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Abstract.  In-situ x-ray diffraction was used to study the response of single crystal iron under shock
conditions.  Measurements of the response of [001] iron showed a uniaxial compression of the initially
bcc lattice along the shock direction by up to 6% at 13 GPa. Above this pressure, the lattice responded
with a further collapse of the lattice by 15-18% and a transformation to a hcp structure.  The in-situ
measurements are discussed and results summarized.
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INTRODUCTION

The crystallographic structure of a solid is one
of its fundamental properties.  This structure may
undergo a transformation due to high-pressure
loading.  Bridgman demonstrated that many
crystals undergo structural transformations under
static high pressure. [1] Pressure-induced phase
transitions in materials such as iron were also
reported under shock loading. A structural
transformation in iron was predicted at about 13
GPa based on wave profile measurements in shock
loading experiments. [2, 3] This transformation
was later identified as the α−ε transition, which
was subsequently observed to occur at this pressure
in static experiments. [4]

We present experimental results from in-situ
diffraction measurements of shocked single crystal
iron.  These results provide a direct confirmation of
this phase transformation in shocked iron.  This

direct confirmation of the transformation is also
consistent with previous experiments to determine
the transition time of the transformation, where
iron samples were shock loaded and recovered.
Residual deformation analysis showed evidence of
the transformation to the hcp phase on the
nanosecond time-scale.  [5-8]

IN-SITU DIFFRACTION

In-situ diffraction is applied in laser-based
experiments using a monochromatic x-ray source
located close to the surface of a single crystal
sample.  The x-rays are created by direct laser
irradiation of a metal foil. They are incident on the
single crystal sample at a wide range of angles,
satisfying the Bragg diffraction condition

nλ = 2d sin(θ) (1)



for different lattice planes at different locations in
the crystal. Here, λ is the x-ray wavelength, d is the
lattice spacing, and θ is the Bragg diffraction angle.

The geometry for the laser experiments is
shown in Fig. 1.  The single crystal sample is
located approximately 1.3 mm from the thin iron
backlighter foil.  High intensity irradiation of a
parylene ablation layer with a focal spot size of 2.5
mm provides the pressure source for shock loading.
X-rays diffracted from multiple lattice planes of the
crystal sample are recorded on a wide-angle film
detector that subtends up to a full π-steradian solid
angle.

The single crystal [001] iron samples used in
these experiments were 200 µm thick, obtained
from Accumet Materials and overcoated with a 16-
20 µm parylene-N ablator layer and 0.1 µm
aluminum shine-through layer.  They were shock
loaded by direct laser irradiation at intensities from
2x1010 to 1x1012 W/cm2 using 2-6 nanosecond
constant intensity laser pulses with laser
wavelengths of 351 nm, and 532 nm using the
OMEGA [9] and Janus lasers.  Additional
experiments were conducted using 10 µm thick
single crystal samples of iron fabricated by vapor
deposition and driven with a laser wavelength of
1064 nm using the Vulcan laser [10].

Iron K-shell x-rays with a wavelength of 1.85
Å were used for the diffraction measurements.  The
x-rays were incident on the crystal at a range of
angles, diffracting from many different lattice
planes and recorded as line features on film. [11]

THE α−ε TRANSITION IN IRON

The transition from bcc to hcp involves a
volume collapse, and systematic shift of atoms in
the lattice.  For a single crystal that is subjected to

strain along the [001] direction, there have been
several mechanisms proposed for this transition in
iron based on an applied stress along the [001]
direction. In this discussion, we focus on only the
first mechanism that is summarized by Wang and
Ingalls. [12] This transformation mechanism
involves a simple uniaxial compression and a
shuffling of alternate (110) planes of atoms.  A
compression of the initially bcc lattice by 18.4%
along the [001] direction places atoms from the
(110) planes into perfect hexagons. Then an
additional shuffling of alternate (110) planes
by
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, where a is the spacing of the initial bcc

lattice, establishes the atomic ordering of a pseudo-
hcp lattice where the c-axis corresponds to the [-
110] direction in the initial structure (Fig. 1).  Note
that the final lattice configuration has  a different
a/c ratio from the true hcp structure.



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The response of [001] single crystal iron
samples was measured at laser drive conditions that
span the α− ε transition pressure. One sample
diffraction image is shown in Fig. 3.  This image
show x-ray diffraction lines from both the
uncompressed and compressed lattice recorded as
the shock propagated through the crystal in a
reflection Bragg geometry.  This image was

recorded with a pressure of approximately 26 GPa,
achieved with a laser intensity of 3.1x1011 W/cm2

at 351 nm irradiation wavelength.  At this pressure,
multiple compression features are evident due to
both the static and compressed lattice.  In these
experiments, the x-ray diffraction probe has a
duration of 2-4 ns, spanning the time that the
sample is shock loaded by direct laser irradiation.

The diffraction pattern from the static
(unshocked) bcc lattice is identified with dash-dot
overlays.  The narrow shifted lines are identified
with a dashed overlay.  These lines correspond to
diffraction from a uniaxially compressed bcc
lattice.  The displacement of the (002) diffraction
line in the image shown in Fig. 3 is consistent with
a compression of 6.0% along the [001] shock
direction. The corresponding displacement of the
diffraction lines from the (±1-12) and (±101) lattice
planes indicate a compression 5.5 and 5.9% along
the [001] direction.

Additional diffuse shifted diffraction lines
appear associated with the (002) and (±101) lattice
planes.  The shift of these lines on the film
indicates compression of the lattice along the [001]
direction by 15-18%.  An additional diffuse
diffraction line appears that does not have a
corresponding static line in Fig. 3.  This new line,
and other lines that appear in transmission
diffraction images [13] require the symmetry of an
hcp structure to exist.  The new feature shown in
Figure 3b is identified with diffraction from the (1-
210) lattice planes of hcp iron.

The collapse of the lattice along the [001]
direction and the appearance of the new lines in
both reflection and transmission Bragg diffraction
are consistent with the transformation to the hcp
phase.

The compression of the lattice along the shock
direction is plotted as a function of pressure in Fig.
4.  Here, the lattice spacing was determined from
the shift of the (002) planes, since they are parallel
to the shock direction.  This uniaxial deformation
up to 6% has an uncertainty of approximately
0.003.  The 15-18% compressions have an
uncertainty of approximately 0.01-0.02.

Scaling of the pressure with wavelength and
intensity to relate the experiments conducted at the
different laser facilities was based on simulations
using the 2D radiation-hydrodynamics code
LASNEX [14].  The calibration of the pressure

Fig. 3:  Example diffraction data from shocked single
crystal [001] iron showing diffraction curves from the
static bcc lattice (dash-dot), uniaxially compressed bcc
lattice (dash), and hcp lattice (solid).  The different
compressions are visible in the same image due to time-
integration of the measurement during shock loading.
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scale was established based on the third order
elasticity constants for iron. [15-16]

The data shown in Fig. 4 shows a discontinuity
consistent with a volume collapse and phase
transformation at approximately 13 GPa. Above
this pressure, two compressions were observed.
The lower compression is consistent with uniaxial
distortion of the initially bcc lattice, and does not
change with pressure (laser intensity).  The higher
compression is consistent with the further collapse
of the lattice and transformation to hcp.  Both
compressions are shown on the plot to indicate
their simultaneous presence in the measurements.

SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have used the technique of
nanosecond in-situ x-ray diffraction to confirm that
iron indeed transforms to an hcp structure under
shock loading.  The manner of the transformation
is in remarkable agreement with previously
performed NEMD simulations: the bcc lattice is
compressed uniaxially by up to 6%, and there is a
collapse and shuffle of alternate (110) planes to
form the hcp phase.  In both the compressed bcc
phase, and the new hcp phase, there is low strain
transverse to the shock propagation direction. The
capability to directly observe atomic motion under
shock compression using in-situ diffraction offers
the potential to greatly extend our knowledge of
the mechanisms underlying many more shock-
induced phase transformations.
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Fig. 4:  Lattice compression inferred from shift of the 
(002) diffraction line vs. laser intensity (shock pressure). 
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